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Context and Highlights
An authentic collaborative and innovative team continued to be fostered at MSK due to a commitment and shared passion
from all to work hard to meet a shared vision of providing a place where children are valued as competent and capable
citizens of their community with rights and every decision that is made by an educator reflects this belief. Another
committed and effective year of working in our Sea and Vines Partnership to work on improving learning outcomes for all
children in our partnership B–12 including exciting opportunities through this to grow continuity of learning for our children
in educator’s ways of thinking and creating learning programs and environments. Our continued commitment to and
research into further improving on our existing wonderful outdoor learning environment development continued to grow
through our engagement in POLA. We are proud of our beautiful, creative space that allows children to take risks,
challenge themselves, develop persistence & resilience, problem solve, collaborate, explore, connect with nature, and
much more. Through this work we sent off some extremely confident and well adjusted children to school with our focus on
developing positive learning dispositions in children. We continued work around the concept of “the competent and
capable child” and getting this out to the community through our everyday work with families, school staff and general
community. Engaging with the community in our “Community Research” and collaboration work for the second year and
creating some amazing documentation that captured the children’s thinking and promoted a strong image of the
competent and capable child to the community. Staff training and development including Reggio Emilia philosophy,
outdoor learning environments, learning dispositions, learning documentation, and literacy and numeracy, Big ideas in
Number, and learning task design enriched the work that we did with the children and shaped future plans. MSK was
invited to be a part of a project to apply for an “excellent” rating as we were assessed through the National Quality
Standards and being given a rating of Exceeding in all seven areas in 2016/17 and were recognised as working at a very
high standard. Parental partnerships were strengthened by staff working with Governing Council Committee in targeted
ways to include families in authentic and meaningful ways.

Report from the Governing Council
2017 at MSK had a great start with the AGM and a large group of committed parents willing to volunteer their time to
support the children, families and staff to have a successful year, by being on the governing council. A lot was achieved
throughout the year. After a lot of discussion, site visits and PD sessions, Simon from the Climbing Tree visited at the end
of 2017 and has begun the initial plans to upgrade the outdoor area. Positive changes were made to the Healthy Eating
Guidelines, Volunteer and Excursion Policy. The whole staff attended the 2017 REAIE Conference in July which helped to
strengthen and consolidate their teaching and viewing each child as competent and capable children. A review of
communication practices was also administered through a family survey and feedback was collated to ensure
communication would continue in a variety of ways in 2018. 2017 saw one of the teachers Jonette Thorsteinsen retire. It
was with great excitement to see the permanent position go to Tennille Langeluddecke who has worked at MSK for the
past 6 years, this being her 7th year. The children took part in the Community Walk Research Project. Leanne and
Tennille presented the children’s learning at the Term 4 ECHO Making your Own Journey Expo. We had a successful
year fundraising in 2017, with an amazing amount of generous people and community businesses supporting. We had a
variety of fundraising events that encouraged family involvement, creating a lovely community within the kindy. It also gave
the children the opportunity to learn and develop in different areas, and gave them a safe space to continue to develop
their self-confidence. The art exhibition and the end of year concert are always a highlight. 2017 fundraising such a
success, raising nearly $9000!
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Quality Improvement Planning
Reflecting on our 2017 QIP, staff and governing council felt that so much was achieved and improved upon
throughout the year. The following is a brief overview including achievements and next steps.
QUALITY AREA 1: EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM AND PRACTICE
Achievements include: Very effective process of developing children's individual learning goals in partnership with
families; Improved learning documentation with evident children's voice; A highly effective MSK Planning,
Assessment and Reporting policy in place including implementation of a 'data wall' where all children's learning
goals are shared with and worked on by ALL staff; Staff roster supports educators to follow up on children's
individual projects and learning journeys; Implementation of all children have individual literacy and numeracy goals
targeting their learning needs; research undertaken through the 'Reggio Emilia Protoype Site' work improving how
MSK educators work alongside children as 'co-researchers' and improving collaboration between children' ; and
Deep critical reflection embedded in our work each day including clear learning intentions stated at the beginning of
the day with the children as well as whole group reflection on learning processes at the end of the day, educators
using a 'launch pad' to reflect on each child's learning and planning re-launch learning ideas for the following day to
keep the learning journey authentic and relevant for children's learning outcomes.
Next steps include: Continuing to improve on MSK Planning, Assessment & Reporting Policy as staff learning
develops through involvement in Reggio Emilia Prototype Site work; Improve visibility of children's learning to
families as identified through Parent Opinion Surveys; tying our work in STEM; Big Ideas In Number; 'Buddy' work
with Year 6 class at MVPS into our 'Reggio Emilia Prototype Site' research work around 'co-researching' in
together; and Improving the way we use our atelier (art studio) into our research work.
QUALITY AREA 3: PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
Achievements include: Sustainable practices improved on and embedded including the use of and purpose of using
natural loose parts and recycable/re-used materials in the indoor and outdoor learning environments taught to
children; fruit orchard, vegetable garden and produce sharing market cart embedded into our learning program; use
of hand operated water pump and water tanks embedded in learning program; and collaborating with the school
using their compost system.
Next steps include: Developing a MSK Environment Management Plan and Sustainable strategy.
QUALITY AREA 6: COLLABORATIVE PARTNERSHIPS WITH FAMILIES AND COMMUNITIES
Achievements include: Significant progress in embedding continuity of learning for children in the Sea and Vines
Partnership agenda to improve learning outcomes of our children; working with MVPS to significantly improve the
transition process for all children and families, including those with additional needs beginning school in 2018; and
embedding cultural diversity and cultural perspectives more heavily in our learning programs and environment.
Next steps: Continue to work with educators in preschools and schools around continuity of learning to improve
pedagogy and understanding to increase learning/wellbeing outcomes for our children; Improve the process of
developing NEPs for children and sharing with feeder school ; further work on embedding cultural perspectives into
our learning programs and environment.
QUALITY AREA 7: LEADERSHIP AND SERVICE MANAGEMENT
Achievements include: MSK PDR policy and process in place; and whole staff commitment to critical reflection to
improve learning outcomes for children.
Next steps: Ensure MSK PDR policy and processes are followed up on in 2018.
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Enrolment
Enrolment by Term
Year

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

2015

90

90

92

92

2016

88

86

88

88

2017

90

90

86

NOTE: The data is based on person counts in the two week reference period each term. Excludes pre-entry.
Source: Preschool Data Collection, Data Management and Information Systems.

Enrolment Comment
Madge Sexton Kindergarten continues to have a high enrolment demand due to our high quality learning programs
therefore has a Priority of Access in place to support an equitable intake into the Kindergarten. Each year we have
up to 160 children on our books for limited spaces. In 2017 with the change of the staff:child ratios we had a
capacity for 88 children. Our Priority of Access policy ensures that children who live in our local area are
guaranteed a space at their local Kindergarten as well as that the Kindergarten intake enrols to its full capacity. In
2016 we followed the new DECD Enrolment Policy for the 2017 intake, using two phases to designate enrolments.
After the enrolment placement was complete, four new families moved into the area and therefore a special
application was made to increase our physical capacity to 50, and our staffing capacity to cater for the extra
children. The staff and families were very appreciative and felt well supported by this DECD process.

Attendance
Year

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

2015 Centre

99.1%

98.5%

98.7%

87.9%

2016 Centre

98.8%

97.9%

97.3%

98.3%

2017 Centre

98.2%

97.0%

97.2%

2015 State

92.4%

90.2%

87.8%

88.5%

2016 State

91.1%

89.6%

87.9%

87.9%

2017 State

90.6%

88.8%

86.7%

Based on attendances recorded in the two week reference period each term. Data for eligible enrolments as described in the DECD
Enrolment policy.
Attendance rates may differ to previous reporting with the transfer from calculations based on deemed attendance to actual attendance
using booked hours divided by attended hours.

Attendance Comment
The attendance percentages continue to be high for Madge Sexton Kindergarten which we believe is attributed to
the work we do around belonging and connections with the children, which in turn makes the children and families
not want to miss out on any sessions. The group sessions offered, were determined through parent surveys too so
we believe this also attributes to families being able to get their child(ren) to Kindy for every session. We surveyed
our families again at the end of 2016 and 2017 in reference to the group sessions offered and we will change this again for
the 2018 year to suit families and children even more, as well as be more beneficial for children's learning
outcomes as the sessions will offer a deeper continuity of learning for each child.
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Destination Schools
Feeder Schools (Site number - Name)

2015

2016

2017

0198 - Kangarilla Primary School

0.0%

0.0%

3.5%

0250 - McLaren Flat Primary School

27.1%

25.6%

20.0%

0251 - McLaren Vale Primary School

57.7%

57.3%

57.7%

1071 - Moana Primary School

0.0%

1.2%

0.0%

8030 - Sunrise Chrstn Schl:Mrphtt Vl Campus

0.0%

0.0%

1.2%

8163 - Willunga Waldorf School

0.0%

0.0%

1.2%

8418 - Southern Vales Christian College

0.0%

0.0%

1.2%

8498 - Tatachilla Lutheran College

11.8%

13.4%

11.8%

9133 - Galilee Catholic School

0.0%

0.0%

2.4%

9402 - Sunrise Christian School

0.0%

1.2%

0.0%

9756 - All Saints Catholic Primary School

3.5%

1.2%

1.2%

Total

100%

100%

100%

NOTE: The data is based on person counts in the two week reference period each term. Excludes pre-entry.
Source: Preschool Data Collection, Data Management and Information Systems.

Destination Schools Comment
McLaren Vale Primary School continues to be our main feeder school, with McLaren Flat Primary School the next
popular government school. In 2016 we began intensive work within the Sea and Vines Partnership to ensure
effective transitional pedagogy supports the children and families with their move from the Kindergarten into
school, and continued this work in 2017. We will continue this work in 2018 and we are aiming to increase the percentage
for McLaren Vale and McLaren Flat Primary Schools through this work.
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Client Opinion Summary
There was a very positive response from the Parent opinion surveys about the way that we operate at MSK from
the 33 families that participated in the feedback. Here are some comments: QUALITY TEACHING AND LEARNING: "MSK
staff go out of their way to incorporate amazing community experiences that empower our children to be valued members.
The view of the child is incredible and reminds me that my child is capable of doing many things that sometimes we don't
allow them to do. The staff are engaged with all children and work well as a team to create and environment that
encourages learning." SUPPORT OF LEARNING: "My child has gained a huge amount of confidence this year at
Kindy. He loves going and seeing what they are going to learn each day." "Children's successes are celebrated,
showing them they are valued and that their learning is important. Their ideas are acknowledged and used to futher
explore learning concepts, which is pivotal in fostering their love of learning for taking risks." RELATIONSHIPS AND
COMMUNICAITON "Teachers are always available and happy to discuss any matters regarding my child. We have
lots of opportunities to be involved, and opportunities for parents to meet up. It is a real community." "The staff at
MSK make family feel very welcome and encourage parents to join in when they can" "Staff are always approachable and
willing to discuss any concerns parents have about their children, they take issues on board and provide feedback in a
timely, respectable and professional manner." LEADERSHIP AND DECISION MAKING "MSK demonstrates a high sense
of leadership, where staff respect one anothe and work together for the betterment of the children. Parents are valued and
a strong positive relationship is achieved." Staff have identifed areas to work on through this data and this will be reflected
in our 2018 Quality Improvement Plan.

DECD Relevant History Screening
Relevant persons working or volunteering at Madge Sexton Kindergarten were required to obtain and provide a
copy of a DCSI clearance where appropriate including: staff members; Third party providers (IT technicians, cleaners,
gardener, class photographers, visiting performers, etc.); and student teachers and volunteers – University, TAFE,
secondary school, etc.

Financial Statement
Funding Source
1

Grants: State

2

Grants: Commonwealth

3

Parent Contributions

4

Other

Amount
580,790
-

76,239

2017 Preschool Annual Report: Improved Outcomes Funding
Improved Outcomes Category
(where applicable to the site)

Improved outcomes for numeracy and literacy

Improved ECD and Parenting Outcomes
(Children's Centres only)

Improved outcomes for children with disabilities

Briefly describe how the 2017 funding was used to improve the relevant DECD Standard of Educational
Achievement outcomes (where applicable):*

Outcomes achieved or progress towards these
outcomes:

2017 Funding for improving outcomes for numeracy and literacy were used in the following
ways: educator release to work on planning, assessment and reporting processes and
documents using The Early Years Learning Framework and the Preschool Indicators of
Numeracy and Literacy; professional development for educators in Big Ideas In Number;
educator release to work with other Preschool and Reception educators around continuity of
learning for children in literacy and numeracy; and purchasing resources for the teaching and
learning programs around Literacy and Numeracy

All planning, assessment and reporting
practices are aligned with EYLF and
Indicators of N & L. Children had growth
in their individual numeracy goals.

Children who required additional support for speech, language, behaviour and other areas
were supported either through DECD Support Services funding or Site budget funding to
ensure their needs identified in their NEP and/or ILP were catered for and worked towards by
the whole staff team in partnership with families. Educators supported children one on one or
in group situations in the learning program; and educators were released to work with support
services staff, families and school staff.

All children had a NEP or ILP. All
children showed progression in their
learning goals.

N/A

N/A

Improved outcomes for children with additional
language or dialect

* The DECD Standard of Educational Achievement is defined as children and young people progressing and achieving at or above their appropriate year level.

